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ABSTRACT 
Comparison theorems for spectral radii of iteration matrices associated with block 
partitions of a given matrix A are proven by means of nonnegative splitting theory. 
The application of obtained results is demonstrated for proving the conjecture posed 
by Garloff for interval matrices. 0 Ehmier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the iterative solution of the linear system 
Ax=b (1) 
where x, b E IL!” and A E RnXn, the nonsingular matrix A can be repre- 
sented by the following splitting: 
A=M-N. (2) 
If M is a nonsingular matrix, the iterative method for solving Equation (1) 
can be expressed in the form 
Mxct+ l) = Nxct) + b, 
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or equivalently 
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x(t+‘) = M-‘N*(f’ + M-lb_ (3) 
As is well known, the above iterative process is convergent to the unique 
solution 
x = A-lb (4 
for each x(O) if and only if the spectral radius of the iteration matrix M _ 'N, 
p(M-'N)< 1. 
If M is a monotone matrix, i.e., Me' > 0 (in the entrywise sense), then 
the decomposition (2) is defined as [2] 
(i) a regular qditting of A if N > 0, 
(ii) a nonnegative splitting of A if M- ' N > 0 and NM- ' > 0, 
(iii) a weak nonnegative splitting of A if either M-IN > 0 or NM- ' > 0. 
Clearly, a regular splitting is a nonnegative splitting, and a nonnegative 
splitting is a weak nonnegative splitting. When A is a monotone matrix, then 
all above splittings are convergent, and many comparison theorems are 
proven in [2] under progressively weaker but natural conditions as well as 
hypotheses with increased complexity in their verification. The following 
theorem (summarizing the results of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 in [2]) 
will be useful in our applications. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = M, - N, = M, - N, be two nonnegative split- 
tings of A where A-’ > (>)O. ZfM;' > (>)M,', then 
p(M,lN,) < (<) p(M,'N,) < 1. (5) 
Usually the matrix A is defined by the following decomposition: 
A=D-L-U, (6) 
where D, L, and U are the (nonsingular) diagonal, strictly lower triangular, 
and strictly upper triangular parts of A, respectively. Assuming, with the 
above decomposition of A, the factorization 
M=[Z-LD-']D[Z-D-'U], (7) 
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it is easy to verify that 
N = LD-‘U. (8) 
If D, L, and U are nonnegative matrices, then the monotone matrix A is an 
M-matrix and in this case it is evident that both matrices M and N represent 
a regular splitting of A. 
In the next section the main results for block partitions of a matrix A are 
stated, and the proof of the so-called Garloffs conjecture is presented in 
Section 3. 
2. BLOCK PARTITIONS 
Let us consider the following partition of a matrix A E [WnXn: 
-AL, *** -4,k 
-A,,, A,,, .a* -A,,, 
(9) 
where blocks A, I are n, X nj submatrices, n, + n, + *** -Ink = n; in par- 
ticular, all diagonal blocks Ai,i are square. 
Let r, rTT, be two partitions (9) with 
n = ni(7r) + a.* +nk(?r) = ni(T*) + “’ +nk,(r*). 
Then 7r * is called a finer partition than vr if k * > k and the diagonal blocks 
with respect to 7~* are diagonal subblocks of diagonal blocks with respect to 
lr Dl. 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E Rnx” be a monotone matrix with the following 
two partitions: 
A=D-L-U=D, -L, -u,, (10) 
where D and D, are nonsingular diagonal, L and L .+ are strictly lower 
triangular, and U and U, are strictly upper triangular parts of the matrix A 
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correspondingly to its partitions (9); and let matrices M, N, M *, and N, be 
factorized as follows: 
M = [I - LD-‘]D[ Z - D-‘U], N = LD-‘U, (11) 
M, = [Z - L,D;‘]D,[Z - D,‘U,], N, =L*D,‘U,. (12) 
Zf all mutrices D -l, L, U, D;‘, L,, and. U, are nonnegative, then 
A=M-N=M,-N, (13) 
represents two regular splittings of A; and moreover, if n+ is a finer 
partition than IT, then 
p( M-lN) Q p( M,‘N,). (14) 
Proof. Denoting 
E=Z-LD-‘, F = Z - D-‘U, (15) 
E, = Z - L, D;‘, F, = Z - D,‘U, (16) 
allows us to write 
M=EDF and M, =E,D,F,. (17) 
Since LD-‘, D-lU, L, D-l 
il’ 
and DG1 U, are nonnegative and strictly 
triangular matrices, then E , F-l, 8, ‘, and F,’ are also nonnegative 
matrices (see e.g. Theorem 2.1 in [2]); therefore 
M-l = F-‘D-‘Epl > 0 and M,’ = F,‘D,‘E,’ > 0, (18) 
which implies that both splittings of (13) are regular. 
The hypothesis that n.+ is a finer partition of A than r implies that 
L, >LaOmdU, >U>O,whichallowsustowrite 
H = L, -L 20 and Q = U, - U >, 0. (19) 
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From (10) it follows that 
or 
D,-D-L,-L+U,-U=H+Q, 
Hence 
D=D, -(HfQ). (20) 
D-’ = 0;’ + D-‘( H + Q) 0;’ = 0;’ + D,‘( H + Q) D-l 
> 0;’ > 0. (21) 
Again from (10) it follows that 
or 
D-L = D, -L, - (U, - Cl), 
(Z-LD-l)D=(Z-L,D,‘)D, -Q, 
and further 
Hence 
ED=E,D, -Q. 
E-’ = DD;‘E;’ + E-‘QD,‘E,? 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
F-’ = F,lD,‘D + F,‘D,lHF-l. 
Using the above expressions, one obtains 
~-1 = F-lo-‘~-1 
= [ F,‘D,’ + F,‘D;‘HF-‘D-l] 
x[ DD,‘E,’ + E-‘QD,‘E,‘] 
(22) 
(23) 
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= F,‘D,‘DD,‘E;’ 
+ F;‘D;‘[ HF-1 + E-‘Q] D;lE,’ 
+ F,‘D,‘HF-‘D-‘E-‘QD;lE,‘. 
Substituting D [defined by (ZO)] into the first term, one obtains the following 
equation: 
M-’ = F;‘D;lE;l 
+ F,‘D,‘[ HF-1 + E-‘Q - (H + Q)] D;lE;’ 
+ F;lD,lHF-lD-l~-l~~,lE;', 
in which the first and third terms are evidently nonnegative; the second term 
is also nonnegative because 
E-’ = [Z - LD-‘1-l = Z + LD-’ + (LD-‘)’ + ... > I; 
and 
F-’ = [Z - D-‘U]-l = Z + D-‘U + ( D-1U)2 + ... > Z 
implies that the expression in square brackets, HF-’ + E-lQ - (H + Q) > 
0, which allows us to conclude that 
M-1 = F-lD-‘E,lF,‘D,‘E,’ = M;l > 0. (24) 
Hence by Theorem 1 the result (14) follows immediately. ??
In the case of the Gauss-Seidel method the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = D - L - U E RnXn be a monotone matrix with 
the partition (9) where D, L, and U are the nonsingular diagonal, strictly 
lower triangular, and strictly upper triangular parts of the matrix A; let 
matrices M and N be factorized as follows: 
M = [I - LD-l]D[ Z - D-lU], N = LD-‘U; (25) 
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and let 
M, = D - L = [I - LD-‘ID, NC = U, (26) 
represent the splitting matrices in the block Gauss-Seidel method. Zf all 
matrices D- ‘, L, and U are nonnegative, then 
p( M-IN) Q p( M,‘N,). (27) 
Proof. It is evident that 
M-’ > M,’ > 0, (28) 
which by Theorem 1 implies the inequality (27). ??
3. THE PROOF OF GARLOFF’S CONJECTURE 
Garloff [l] conjectured the monotonicity of the spectral radius of the 
iteration matrix associated with the block symmetric single step method, with 
respect to the fineness of the partition into blocks of a given interval matrix 
A. By considering ( A) the original problem can be recast as one involving 
only real matrices, that is, 
(A) = 
-lAe,lI (A& -l&J *a* ... -lA,,kl 
. 1. 
(4,l) 
I . 
_IA,,,I . . . . . . . . . -h,kl 
1 . -IA,.,1 -IA,,,1 *** . 
where all diagonal blocks Aj, i are square and ( A))’ 2 0. 
COROLLARY (Garloffs conjecture). Assuming that T and IT* are two 
partitions (291, let A E Rnx” be an H-matrix, i.e., 
(A) = (D) - IL1 - IUI = CD,) - IL,1 - Iu,I, (30) 
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where (D>-’ > 0 and ( D * ) - ’ > 0. Then with the notation 
R := (D)-‘ILI, S := (D>-‘IUl, R, := (D,)-‘IL,I, 
S, := (D,)-‘IV+cl, (31) 
if IT* is a finer partition of ( A) than IT, the following inequality holds: 
p([ z - S]-‘R[ Z - RI-?) < p([ Z - S,]-‘R,[ Z - R,]-?,). (32) 
proof. In order to show that the relation (32) holds, it is sufficient to 
show the equivalence between the relations (32) and (14), which reduces to 
showing the following matrix correspondence: 
M-‘N = [I - S]-‘R[Z - RI-‘S and M-‘,N, = [I - SJIR, 
x[Z - R,]-‘S,. 
Introducing the notation 
(A):=A=&&&fi, -j-, _u*, (33) 
where 
D = (D), L = ILI, u = IUI, 
(34) 
nz,c = (D,), z, = IL*l, and i?, = IU,I, 
it is obvious that 
and 
M-1 = [Z _ fj-‘VI-‘jj-‘[I _zfi-l]-l 
= [z _ pu]-l[ z - jj-q -l&l. 
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Then 
M-lN = [I _ fi-lq-l[I _ fi-l~]-lpp~ 
= [I - (zl-‘Iul]-l[z - ~u)-'I~I]-l~~)-'I~l~~)~llul, 
so that, using the notation (3I), one obtains 
M-‘N = [I - S]-‘[Z - RI-‘RS = [I - S]-‘R[Z - RI-?. (36) 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
M-‘,N, = [I - S,]-‘[Z - R,]-lR,S, 
= [I - SJIR,[Z - R,]-‘S,. (37) 
Thus the matrix correspondence in the above two relations implies by 
Theorem 2 the validity of Garloff s conjecture. ??
The above result was originally presented by the author at the Minisym- 
posium in ICIAM’95-the Third International Congress on Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics, Hamburg, 3-7 July 1995, in the paper entitled 
“Garloff s Conjecture is True.” 
In studies of this problem the author has been inspired by Professor ]. 
Garlofi 
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